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Abstract:   The origin of the Universe after the big bang and its evolution with time still remains a substantial 

challenge for the theoretical astrophysicists of the world. Galaxies are classified and its implementation is 

employed to make astrophysicists all around the globe face this challenge and is completed by victimizing 

immense set of data. These data’s facilitate people studying about the origin of our Universe to have a glance at 

new theories and formulate new conclusions to give brief understanding about the physics of the process of the 

origin and the formation of galaxies, stars, and therefore further expansion of the universe. During this paper, 

classification of galaxies based on deep learning mechanism is given that can classify the galaxy type. A galaxy 

can be wide range of shapes and sizes; it can be among the three classes (Elliptical, Spiral or Irregular) or Barred. 

The pre-processing steps are applied to urge the improved image of galaxy input, additional we have a tendency 

to are extracting the textural options from the input victimization GLCM[2] Feature extractor. Finally, these 

options are fed as a input to the neural network. The validation is performed on planned system and therefore the 

design outperformed the opposite connected projects and relevant works which tests the accuracy.  

Keywords: Convolution Neural Networks(CNN), Grey Level Co-occurrence Matrix(GLCM), Continuous 
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I. Introduction 

Astrophysicists are becoming more associated with vast amount of data as an example, the Sloan Digital 

Sky Survey (SDDS)[4] can manufacture quite fifty million images of galaxies within the close to future. In near 

future, galaxy morphology will be used to provide associate degree freelance. Take a look at the two planned 

situations for galaxy formation. The first situation is given for elliptical galaxies, for example, are considered to be 

formed and shaped through major unions of stars, whereas disk-shaped galaxies cannot have undergone recent 

major unions, in and off itself union would have severely non continuous form. Thus, the category of termination 

models is spare to elucidate morphological varieties discovered for millions of galaxies.  

For example, often certain similarities are found altogether styles of irregular galaxies, from the very first 

stage to the latest stages of the Edwin powered Hubble sequence. The segmentation of several irregular galaxies is 

classified by the Barred spiral galaxy. A tiny low variety of galaxies that seem  unbarred at visual understanding 

have truly been found to be barred once discovered in the close to infra-red. We have a tendency to remove from a 

whole understanding of the dynamical structure of galaxies. Image-retrieval process is used for verifying the 

structural behavior of galaxy which is often worked with galaxy lingual. This methodology demines the chance of 

reactivity to changes within the scaling, revolving, relocation and examining a picture by employing a 

rotation-invariant complexity. 

These galaxy categorizing strategies have provided robust outcome. However, there's another tendency to 

handle galaxy pictures, i.e. to identify the foremost related pictures to question image, not categorize those images 

into groups solely, therefore, the figure retrieval techniques area unit needed. This technique can be used as 

automatic data processing system for scanning, penetrating, sleuthing and recapturing pictures from an outsized 

info of digital images. The CBIR approach is solemnly used figure retrieval methods, which focuses on avoiding 

the utilization of matter representation and instead retrieves pictures based on resemblance in their content. 

Appropriate content may be information associated with figure design, shade, surface, structure and place. Such 

image content is obtained by mistreatment trademark-removal strategies, which is then preserved in an exceedingly 

info. To answer a queried image, the similarity between keep options and therefore the options of a queried image 

(extracted mistreatment identical method) is evaluate and accustomed confirm the nearest between the pictures. 

However, the approach done by CBIR may be a challenging downside for galaxy pictures, as a result of there's an 
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outsized range of galaxy pictures and determinant the foremost relevant pictures from an outsized database 

becomes a non-trivial task. 

 

II. RELATED WORKS 
The methodology of automatic detection of galaxies and its classification incorporates a unique procedure 

of data augmentation which helps to create a model that is trained in addition of the knowledge that is taken from 

different instruments and mathematical functions. This technique has been the part of AstroCV, which is a growing 

open supply laptop vision repository that processes and analyzes huge astronomical datasets, together with high 

performance Matlab algorithms that is employed in the areas of image processing and laptop vision. The model that 

we are using is trained using several training images that utilizes CNN[3](Convolution Neural Network) and 

matlab algorithm for deep learning techniques, which results in higher accuracy than other supported manually 

programmed feature engineering and SVMs in most recent cases wherever training datasets are giant. The galaxy 

detection and classification methods were trained end-to-end victimization public datasets like the Sloan Digital 

Sky Survey SDDS[4], the Galaxy installation, and personal datasets like following Generation Virgo (NGVS) and 

Fornax surveys. 

The area unit used for training purpose makes sure of the technique used for converting raw input FITS 

information for every band into a 3-channel color image. Hereafter, we offer to propose information augmentation 

for coaching mistreatment five conversion strategies. This technique helpd in improving the general galaxy 

detection and classification for pictures produced from different instruments, bands and information reduction 

procedures. 

 

Mohamed Abd El Aziz, M. Selim & Shengwu Xiong 

The paper presented here gives a latest advancement for the automated galaxy detection using 

morphology from input datasets associate degree image-extraction approach. Recently, various classifications of 

projects has been strategized to notice galaxy sorts among a picture. However, in some things, the aim isn't solely 

to know about the galaxy’s type among the taken image, however additionally to work out the foremost related 

pictures for question image. Henceforth, this paper proposes an idea to associate degree image-retrieval technique 

to notice the sort of galaxies among an image and come with the foremost similar image. The projected technique 

is divide in two different stages,  the first stage consists of extracting group of options in supported form, colour and 

textures were described , then a binary sine cosine rule selects the foremost relevant options. In the second stage, 

images having similar features are computed and therefore the options of different galaxy pictures are computed. 

The paperwork and calculations were performed mistreatment the EFIGI catalogue that contains regarding as 

much as 5000 training galaxies pictures with differing types of galaxies. We tend to demonstrate that our projected 

approach has higher performance compared with the particle swarm improvement (PSO) and genetical algorithm. 

 

Samed AL , İrfan Karagoz , Ali Doğan 

Star perception algorithmic programs regulate the position and magnitude of stars on an ascertained area 

scene. An algorithm was given during this study, which was strong enough to purify noises from the test 

astronomical images. A precision was made that can conserve the circular shape of galaxy as well as approximate 

the centroid of star. The projected algorithmic program suggests the usage of various filters as well as world and 

native filters similarly as morphological operations. The global filter has been used to remove the blurring result of 

the photographs because of system-induced noises with purpose unfold operate (PSF) characteristics whereas the 

native filter aims to get rid of the noises with Gaussian distribution. The native filter ought to perform optimum 

noise reduction similarly as not damaging the formation of the celebrities, therefore, a PCA (Principal part 

Analysis) based mostly de-noising filter have been most popular to use. though the PCA methodology is even 

sensible at conserving the mass integrity of stars, it's going to even have unquiet effects on the form of them. 

The performance of Morphology facilitates to revive this deformation. This confirms the planned 

algorithm, all verities of noises can be calculated by different mathematician having several contrast values that 

have been installed to astronomical star pictures to simulate the various conditions of close to house. Structural 

Similarity Index (SSIM) and Peak Signal to Noise quantitative relation (PSNR) specification are used as a 

performance metrics to point out the accuracy of the filtering method. Also, the production of this algorithmic 

program has been compared with similar algorithmic programs and therefore the results show that this algorithm 

outperforms others.  

 

Haopeng  Zhang Yi Su, Lei Yang Jian Shang 

 Extracting correct star centroids within the discovered star pictures is one among the focused issues for 

which picture navigation of the fixed interferometry infrared device (GIIRS) of Fengyun-4A Satellite (FY-4A), the 

at one time scientific investigational satellite of the new generation of Chinese fixed meteorological satellite 
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Fengyun-4 series. In compare with star sensors that area unit wide used for star monitoring. During this paper, we 

have a tendency to propose a star detection and centroid method supported mechanical phenomenon search and 

mechanical phenomenon fitting.. The intensive experiments show that the star centroid error of our methodology is 

a smaller amount than zero. Three pixels, which makes it possible to extract the information about navigation of 

FY-4A. 

 

III. Proposed System 
The present project proposes the use of Neural Network which is being implemented with the help of 

DWT (Discrete Wavelet Transform) and GLCM[2](Grey Level Co-occurrence Matrix) Feature Extraction. This 

would help us in classifying the given input image into different categories of Galaxies like Spiral, Elliptical, 

Irregular, Peculiar and Barred Galaxy. 

First we are using deep learning is used for training purpose which learns to classify galaxies at early 

stage. For this purpose different training images are feed to the code and hence after the input images are given that 

is being classified after fully code implementation. 

The pre-processing is a typical name for operations with pictures at the bottom level of preoccupation. 

Their input and output outcomes are intensity pictures. So our aim of  pre-processing image  is associate with 

upgrade of the image. Also extinguish unwanted noise or the distortions of the image data. 

The difference between CWT[3] and Discrete Wavelet Transform is they discontinuous the scale 

parameter. The major difference between Continuous Wavelet Transform and Discrete Wavelet Transform- both 

decimated and non-decimated version. 

Grey Level Co-occurrence Matrix operates scaling to decrease the number of intensity values in Grey 

scale picture from 256 to 8. The dimensions and measurements of the GLCM[2] depends on the number of Grey 

levels. The Grey Level Co-occurrence Matrix can disclose definite properties related to the spatial distribution of 

the Grey levels in the texture image. 

CNN[1], like neural networks, square measure created nerve cell with learnable mass and partiality. Each 

and every neuron layer accepts many inputs which add weighted to the previous stored information, then pass it to 

other associated functions and responds with an output.  

 

IV. System Module 
Module 1 : Data Pre-processing 

The aim of pre-processing is associate with upgrade of the image data that extinguish unwanted noise, 

distortions or strengthen some image characteristic vital for any process. Image restoration is the operation of 

changing a unwanted noisy image into the clean original image. Corrupted images are available in several forms 

like motion blur and camera misfocus. The restoration of input images differ from image improvement in this the 

later is meant to stress options of the picture that construct the picture additional acceptable to the observer. 

Image improvement proficiency provided by "Imaging packages" use no a priori model of the method that 

generate the picture. With the help of image improvement noise are frequently successfully be erased by sacrificing 

some resolution, although this operation is not applicable in many applications. De-Convolution is Associate in 

nursing example of image restoration technique. It is capable of: Increasing resolution, mainly within the axial 

direction disconnecting noise increasing distinction. 

 
Figure 1.  Block Diagram 
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Module 2 : Discrete Wavelet Transform(DWT) 

The CWT[3] and the separate rippling transforms disagree in however this discontinues the scale 

parameter. The CWT[3] usually uses exponential scales with a base smaller than two. The separate rippling rework 

continuously uses exponential scales with the bottom adequate two. Confine mind that the physical interpretation 

of scales for each the CWT[3] and separate rippling transforms requires the inclusion of the signal’s sampling 

interval if it's not adequate one. Note that the sampling interval multiplies the scales; it's not within the exponent. 

For separate rippling transforms the bottom scale is usually 2. 

 

Module 3 : GLCM[2] Features                                                             

The Grey Level co-matrix function can create GLCM[2] by calculating using mathematical formulas 

however usually a pixel with its features of intensity of grey level value I, occurs in an exceedingly certain 

preoccupation connection to a pixel with the value j. The outlined pixels are outlined and highlighted which is 

associated to the preoccupation and also the pixel to its immediate right, although specification of dissimilar 

preoccupation propinquity between the two pixels. As a result of the action need to calculate a GLCM[2] for the 

overall dynamic feature of a picture is restraining, grey co-matrix scales the input image. GLCM[2]  texture 

features are: 

a)  Energy feature = It is define as the sum of squared elements in the GLCM[2]. 

 

b)   Entropy feature= It measures the disorder of a picture. 

 

c) Contrast feature = It returns a live of the intensity distinction between a component and its neighbor over the 

entire image.                        

 

d) Homogeneity feature= It returns a price that measures the closeness of the distribution of components within 

the  GLCM[2][2]  to the GLCM[2][2] diagonal . 

 

e) Correlation feature= It returns a live of however correlates  a pixel is to its neighbor over the total image. 

 
 

 

Module 4 : Classification  

Input Layer- In this layer the neurons are distributed and its value ranges from -1 to 1. 

 

Hidden Layer- In this layer, the neurons value is multiplied by the weight (w) and the proceeding weight is 

connected together. 

 

Output Layer- The weighted sum (v) is fed into a transfer purpose. The values are the output of the network. 
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Figure 2. Convolution Layers 

 

V. Result 
The aim of this project is to classify the galaxies pictures on the premise of their form, size, brightness and 

distance. To estimate the precision of the proposed architecture system for analyzing galaxies sort based on deep 

convolutional neural networks. Colored pictures were found to possess a substantial impact on the performance. 

 

VI. Conclusion  And Future Work 
The paper mentioned major development within the past two decades associated with galaxy morphology 

classification victimization neural networks. One main disadvantage of deep learning models is that the demand of 

large data-sets for coaching. This drawback was tackled in and by in depth knowledge augmentation emerges as the 

clear winner during this regard, that needed solely twenty four coaching images in total. Whereas the color of a 

galaxy is sometimes discarded whereas classification found color data to be helpful. Preprocessing of input 

pictures was found to be helpful within the case of that removed noise and clipped unwanted components of the 

image. The classification of galaxy has invoked interest of many scientists in recent years. In upcoming future we 

can use more attributes and characteristics to classify galaxy. The classification becomes more accurate with more 

number of training data. We also intend to extend this work to measure properties of stars and galaxies in addition 

to classifying them. 
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